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SHIMA SEIKI to Exhibit at SIMATEX 2022 
 
 
Leading computerized knitting machine manufacturer SHIMA SEIKI MFG., LTD. of Wakayama, 
Japan will participate in the SIMATEX exhibition in Buenos Aires, Argentina beginning this month. 
 
SHIMA SEIKI will exhibit a wide range of its products, including proposals in seam-free 
WHOLEGARMENT® knitting technology that offers an alternative to labor-intensive manufacturing 
in the South American market. Three MACH2VS machines, capable of knitting 
WHOLEGARMENT® knitwear using every other needle, will be shown in 12, 16 and 18 gauge 
configurations. The N.SVR workhorse series improves on the SVR series, resetting the industry 
benchmark for shaped knitting. The N.SVR123SP featuring a special loop presser bed that can 
produce hybrid inlay fabrics with both knit and weave characteristics. Shown in 18 gauge at the 
SHIMA SEIKI booth, N.SVR123SP will also feature the special i-Plating option, capable of 
alternating yarn colors in any pattern, producing jacquard-like designs using plain jersey stitch for 
even greater diversity in knit design. N.SSR112 improves on the SSR series and continues to 
offer industry-leading technology in an economical yet reliable package made in Japan. 
 
Demonstrations will be performed on SHIMA SEIKI's SDS®-ONE APEX4 design system. At the 
core of the company’s "Total Fashion System" concept, SDS®-ONE APEX4 provides 
comprehensive support throughout the production supply chain, integrating production into one 
smooth and efficient workflow from yarn development, product planning and design, to production 
and even sales promotion. Especially effective is the way SDS®-ONE APEX4 improves on the 
design evaluation process with its ultra-realistic simulation capability, whereby virtual samples 
minimize the need for actual sample-making. This realizes significant savings in time, cost and 
material, contributing to sustainable manufacturing. 
 
 
Exhibition Details 

Exhibition: SIMATEX 2022 
Date: Monday, 30th May ~ Thursday, 2nd June 2022 
Hours: 1:00PM ~ 8:00PM 
Location: Costa Salguero Exhibition Center 
 Av. Costanera R. Obligado and J. Salguero 
 Buenos Aires, Argentina 
 Tel: +54-11-4808-8300 
Organizer: Messe Frankfurt Argentina 
Booth No.: 5N-04 

 
 
Exhibited Technology 
 MACH2VS183 12G WHOLEGARMENT® knitting machine 
 MACH2VS183 16G WHOLEGARMENT® knitting machine 
 MACH2VS183 18G WHOLEGARMENT® knitting machine 
 N.SVR123SP V 14G Computerized flat knitting machine 
 SVR093 SV 14G Computerized flat knitting machine 
 N.SSR112 V 07G Computerized flat knitting machine 
 SSR112 SV 14G Computerized flat knitting machine 
 SDS®-ONE APEX4 3D design system 

 
 



For more information please contact:  
TEMCO ARGENTINA S.A. 
Tel: +54-11-4674-2900 
E-mail: info@temco.com.ar 
 
SHIMA SEIKI MFG., LTD.  
Tel: +81-73-474-8210 


